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strongly entrenched, with their cannon in position ; in numbers they were
slightly superior to the Persians.
The battle began at 8 a.m., when the opposing advance-guards encoun-
tered each other ; soon after, the cannon of the Turkish rear-guard
opened fire on a large body of Persians who had marched round and
attacked from the north-east. The main attack was launched an hour
later by Nadir, at the head of 50,000 men ; the Persian and Afghan
infantry, who were in three divisions, forced the Turkish centre back, and
captured some of their cannon ; the position of the Turks seemed highly
critical when 2,000 of their Kurdish auxiliaries fled. Topal 'Osman,
however, did his utmost to rally his troops and sent forward his reserve
force, consisting of 20,000 men, with the result that the Persian attack
was stemmed and the lost cannon recaptured. Nadir himself was in
the thick of the fighting; while leading the attack on the Turkish artillery,
his horse was wounded and fell. Hie promptly mounted another horse
and rode again into the fray.1
The wind being from the north, the dust and smoke raised by the
combat were blown in the faces of the Persians, and the July sun blazed
fiercely down upon them. After several hours of desperate fighting all
ranks were suffering terribly from thirst,2 but no water was obtainable,
as the Turks were in possession of the river bank.
On Nadir's second horse being wounded, it fell on its head and threw
him to the ground. Though he was at once provided with another
steed, many of his troops, on seeing him fall, imagined that he had been
wounded or killed, and a panic ensued which the Persian officers were
unable to check.8 Seeing that further efforts were useless, Nadir retreated
from the field with such of the survivors of his army who had not fled,
The casualties on the two sides are variously estimated ; the Persians
appear to have lost over 30,000 killed, while 3,000 were taken prisoner.4
All Nadir's artillery,5 baggage and provisions were left in the hands of
the Turks ; altogether, it was a signal triumph for Topal 'Osman, for the
Persian army was shattered, and the way to Baghda'd now lay open ; the
victory, however, was not quite complete, for Nadir himself had escaped.
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1 Both Mirza Mahdi and Muhammad Muhsin speak of the agonies of thirst of the Persians. (See-
T.N., p. 126, Durrct-yi-Nadira, pp. 123-5 and Z.T., folio 216 (b).)
' T.N,t p. 127.
4 Nicodeme, at one end of the scale, puts the Persian losses in killed at 40,000, while Mirza Mahdi,
at the other, says that only 2,000 fell ! There can be no doubt that the Persian losses were-
very heavy, and 30,000 seems to be a reasonable figure. Many Persians were killed after the-
battle as they were quenching their thirst by the side of the Tigris.
* Nicodeme (von Hammer, Vol. XIV, p. 523) says that the Persians left all their cannon on the
field, including four so-pounders, six i5-pounders and eight 9-pounders, There were also
500 camels " avec des ambares " (? zanburaks]. Almost all the Persians' horses and beasts,
of burden were taken.

